Chapter 12 Summary
Surface Area: To find the surface area of a solid, you need to find the area of all its faces and add them up.
If we pretend the solid is a box, and we had to cut the box along an edge to flatten it out, we can see the faces better. We call this a “net” for the solid.
Shape
Prism

Cylinder

Pyramids

Definition
Prisms have parallel
cross-sections which
are all congruent. The
faces that are
congruent to these
parallel cross-sections
are called, the base
faces.
The other faces are
called lateral faces.

Faces
Base = nsided polygon
Lateral faces:
rectangles
USUALLY:
There are n
lateral faces
And two
bases

Surface Area

Lateral Surface Area = Sum of areas of rectangle faces
Total Surface Area = Lateral Surface Area + Area of Base Faces

A cylinder is a circular Base = π r 2
prism, which means
it’s a prism with a
Lateral Side =
circle for a base
Rectangle
with length =
circumference

Pyramids have
parallel cross-sections
for a pyramid are
similar to the base,
and they meet at a
point called the
vertex.

Base = nsided polygon
Lateral sides
= triangles

Lateral Surface Area = ( 2π r )(h)
Total Surface Area = LSA + 2 π r 2 (if bottom and top included)
LSA + π r 2 (if only bottom, or only top)
Lateral Triangle Faces = ½ (slant height) (base length)
(each lateral triangle MAY be different)
Lateral Surface Area = Sum of Areas of Lateral Triangle Faces
Total Surface Area = Lateral Surface Area + Base Area
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Cones

Sphere

A cone is a pyramid
with a circular base

Base = Circle

All Cross-Sections are
circles

Surface Area
Formula

Lateral Side =
Sector of
Circle

4π r 2
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Volumes: The number of cubic units contained INSIDE the solid.
Shape
Prisms

Formula

V = ( Area of Base)(height)

Cylinders are Prisms

V = (π r 2 )(h)

Pyramids

1
V = ( Area of Base)(height)
3
Cones are pyramids

1
V = (π r 2 )(h)
3

Sphere

4
V = π r3
3

Example
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Ratio of Length to Surface Area to Volume
If two solids are similar, and their lengths have a scale factor of a, then if
k is the height of the smaller solid, and h is the height of the larger solid, we
know:

ak = h
If S1 = surface area of the smaller solid and S 2 = surface area of the larger
solid, then:

a 2 S1 = S 2
If V1 = volume of the smaller solid and V2 = volume of the larger solid, then:

a 3V1 = V2
Pyramid (Cone included)
Ratio of Area of Cross-Section to Area of Base
They are similar solids, so you can set up a ratio

Area of Base of Smaller  Height of Smaller 
=

Area of Base of Larger  Height of Larger 

2

